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Abstract. The U.S. Navy has been developing superconducting homopolar motors for ship
propulsion since 1969, initially using conventional NbTi superconducting material for the magnets.
With the advent of high critical temperature (high Tc) superconductors, NbTi has been replaced by
bismuth-strontium-calcium-copper-oxide (BSCCO). Performance of these motors depends
critically on the properties of the superconducting material specifically of the magnitude of the
current density and its stability with time. Flux creep is a major concern in these materials, since
it limits high Tc superconductor performance at temperatures above about 30K. As is well known
these properties are strongly influenced by the high Tc superconductor microstructure. The level
of current transport in a given high Tc superconductor depends upon several intrinsic
microstructure-property relationships. In the typical orthorhombic crystal structure,
superconducting current flows primarily in the a-b planes. In polycrystalline materials,
superconducting current drops off as grain boundary misorientation increases. High current
densities in polycrystalline materials needs strong c-axis alignment where current is expected to
flow through those grains connected by low angle boundaries. When a magnetic field is applied,
the flux vortices may shift due to the force from the current or to thermal activation, resulting in a
loss of superconducting properties known as flux creep. Flux vortices may be pinned by
microstructural defects such as grain boundaries or dislocations, if present in sufficient quantities,
hence the importance of microstructure. The present paper deals with the microstructural aspects
of superconductivity, specifically the role played by microstructure in determining superconducting
properties. Examples from both the low and high Tc materials will be cited and future trends
discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Superconducting materials are finding increasing
use in the generation of high magnetic fields, in loss-
less electrical power transmission and storage, in
magnetic sensors, in electromagnetic radiation de-
tectors and in high speed digital signal and data
processing.  Since the discovery of superconduct-
ing materials with a Tc above the boiling point of
liquid nitrogen ( 78K ) these materials are roughly
divided into two categories, viz., low and high Tc

superconductors. In this paper microstructure and
their relationship to superconducting properties are
briefly considered. For a more detailed coverage
references are cited as appropriate.

Superconductivity was discovered by H. Kamer-
lingh Onnes [1]. He also discovered that supercon-
ductivity was destroyed by the application of a suf-
ficiently strong magnetic field or on the passage of

sufficiently strong electrical current. The transition
from superconducting to normal state can be sharp
(Type I superconductors) or broad (Type II super-
conductors). The strength of the magnetic field
needed to bring out the transition is called the ther-
modynamic critical field Hc. With the exception of
vanadium and niobium all the superconducting
elements and most of their alloys are type I super-
conductors. Most of the practical materials are type
II. In these materials microstructure plays an
important role. The theory of type II superconductiv-
ity was given by Ginsburg, Landau, Abrikosov and
Gorkov and is usually called GLAG theory. These
researchers showed that the type I or type II behavior
is determined by the ratio κ =λL /ξ where λL is the
London penetration depth and ξ is the coherence
length. Typically, this ratio, κ, is less than (2)1/2 for
type I and greater than (2)1/2 for type II superconduc-
tors. For more details see for example reference [2].
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In type II superconductors the magnetic field
penetrates the material slowly at a value denoted
by Hc1 and continues up to a value denoted by Hc2 at
which point the material is transformed to normal
(non-superconducting) state. The superconducting
state between Hc1 and Hc2 is called mixed state.
Type II behavior is shown in general by many alloys
and compound superconductors. Abrikosov showed
mixed state forms flux tubes (called flux lines,
fluxiods or vortices). It turns out that these tubes
form a triangular lattice that can be observed. The
flux tubes are parallel to the magnetic field. As the
field is increased the fluxiods get closer and closer
till at Hc2 

the cores of the fluxiods which are normal
completely overlap and the whole specimen be-
comes normal i.e. non-superconductive.

Whenever a current J  flows in a superconductor
in mixed state, it experiences a Lorentz force, FL.
This acts in a direction perpendicular to both B
(which is parallel to flux line) and J. This force can
move the fluxiods, and create an electric field E and
produce a resistance in the superconductor (=E/J),
unless the fluxiods are prevented from moving i.e.,
are pinned by some microstructural feature. The
critical current Jc is that current that produces enough
FL to depin the fluxiods and make them move. It is
thus clear that to optimize Jc one needs microstruc-
ture that can pin fluxiods strongly. Since high Jc is a
prime requirement for most of the technological ap-
plications, the prime importance of suitable micro-
structure is obvious.

To obtain an expression of the pinning force (and
hence Jc), in terms of microstructure one needs to
obtain the local or “elementary” pinning force be-
tween the fluxiod and the pinning center and then
sum over the entire flux line lattice. Summation over
such elementary pinning forces is still a matter of
controversy. It is especially difficult if several mecha-
nisms are operating, or if the system contains sev-
eral classes of pinning agents. See references [3]
and [4] for more details.

Radiation is also a convenient way to introduce
a desired microstructure and then study their
correlation with basic properties of superconductors.
Radiation produces three major effects in a super-
conductor. There may be a change in critical current,
and a change in transition temperature and thirdly
there is usually an increase in normal state electri-
cal resistivity. The nature of defects produced are
(1) point defects, produced by almost all radiations,
(2) cascades usually produced by high energy neu-
trons, protons and ions, (3) dislocation loops and
voids, both of which usually are results of annealing,
and (4) anti-site or disorder defects i.e. atoms oc-

cupying wrong positions without change of overall
structure. Obviously this applies to ordered struc-
tures only. For further information see reference [5].

In next sections, we describe some of the most
important superconducting materials, their micro-
structure and their properties.

2. NIOBIUM-TITANIUM ALLOY SUPER-
    CONDUCTORS

A majority of superconducting magnets are
constructed out of Nb-46-50 wt.% Ti alloy (Nb-47
wt.% Ti being most common) and the process is
now commercially well established. The reason for
this preference is the ease of fabrication and excel-
lent mechanical properties. NbZr alloys have
comparable critical current to NbTi which could be
very high (for NbTi typically Jc~3.109 Ampere/meter2

at 5 Tesla and at 4.2K). Such a high Jc is achieved
by developing processing procedures to produce
strong pinning centers. As with some other practi-
cal superconductor, commercial NbTi superconduc-
tors is almost always produced in multifilamentary
form, with up to 5000 filaments in a wire typically
0.5 to 2 mm in diameter.

The main flux pinning centers [6,7] in this mate-
rial are α-titanium precipitates with hexagonal close
packed structure and to a lesser extent dislocation
cells introduced by plastic deformation. The α-tita-
nium precipitation is usually carried out at 375 –
420 °C. The w-phase precipitation can also occur
during this heat treatment but is usually avoided by
suitable cold work. Although w-phase provides strong
pinning it reduces wire drawability [8]. The single
heat treatment mentioned above will produce a
maximum amount of precipitate of about 10% (by
volume). This is often not sufficient to produce the
critical current the material is capable of. A series
of strains given to the material followed by heat treat-
ment can increase this volume fraction to up to 20%.
Care has to be taken not to increase the size of the
α-precipitates beyond their typical size which ranges
between 80 nm to 200 nm, or to reduce the titanium
content of the matrix below about 36 wt.%. It should
be noted that although initially the α-precipitates
are randomly distributed and roughly spherical in
shape the precipitates are elongated, the drawing
axes due to subsequent deformations, till by the
final treatment, in modern practical wires they are
highly distorted into densely folded sheets, and until
they are only about 1 nm thick, separated by only a
few nm, and made up of long strands [9,10].

Because of two competing mechanism of pin-
ning due to precipitates and interfaces (grain bound-
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aries and cell boundaries) it is difficult to separate
the contribution of each mechanism. However it is
now accepted that the pinning is nearly proportional
to the volume fraction of precipitates, and is inversely
proportional to the cell size or grain size. The pro-
portion of the pinning centers depend on the pro-
cessing conditions. It is found that at the optimum
wire size, the density of the precipitates is about
ten times the density of grain boundaries [11].

Fabrication of NbTi conductors for practical ap-
plications are usually in the form of multifilametary
filaments [4].

3. A15 SUPERCONDUCTORS

A15 superconductors are those with A15 type struc-
ture (sometimes also known as Cr

3
Si structure or

“β tungsten” structure) [4], the most well known
being Nb

3
Sn, V

3
Si [12] and V

3
Ga compound super-

conductors. Another A15 superconductor, Nb
3
Ge,

had the record for highest transition temperature [13]
before the advent of high Tc superconductors. About
76 A15 compounds are known to exist. The typical
compound A

3
B is close to the stoichiometric ratio

of 3:1. The A atoms (A = Nb, V, Mo, Ti, etc.) are on
the faces of a cube, formed by B atoms (Ga, Sn,
Si, Au, Pt, etc.) which occupy the bcc positions of
the cube. The A atoms form three orthogonal chains
in the crystal parallel to three <100> directions as
shown in Fig. 1. The nearest neighbor distance along
the chain is less than the distance of closest ap-
proach in a pure A crystal. For example in Nb

3
Ge

the distance between the Nb atoms along the chain
is 0.2575 nm compared to 0.2858 nm in Nb bcc
unit cell [4].

The microstructure observed in A15 materials
are grain boundaries, precipitates, radiation induced
defects and a low density of dislocations [14]. Of
these grain boundaries are the most important. Grain
boundaries are responsible to a great extent for the
high value of critical current Jc observed in these
materials. This relationship between Jc and grain
size D has been studied by many workers.
[15,16,17,18]. Grain size can be altered by varying
the growth conditions. It is then found that Jc in-
creases linearly with the inverse of grain size some-
times reaching a maximum. Grain size can in fact
be made as small as 30 nm in A15 materials by
suitable annealing.

So far there is no good model that provides a
detailed mechanism by which grain boundaries pin
flux line lattice. Since Kramer’s model [19] is ex-
tensively used in analyzing Jc observations we pro-
vide a brief outline of this model. The basic premise

in Kramer’s model is that the depinning force is such
that it exceeds the shear strength of the flux line
lattice. Then the flux flow will occur by shear. Kramer
then utilized the idea of the shearing of a real lattice.
On such considerations he obtains a relation for
flux pinning as
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where a
0
 is the flux line lattice constant, D is grain

size, b =H/H
c2

 (reduced magnetic field) and with k
as defined before. Kramer’s model has been
criticized by Dew-Hughes [20]. It certainly does not
predict correct grain size dependence.

We now briefly mention the model of Pande and
Suenaga [21] where grain size dependence is
considered in detail. This model is based upon the
following assumptions: (1) any grain boundary seg-
ment is regarded to be made up of a superposition
of uniformly spaced dislocation walls spacing and
other parameters are so chosen to satisfy all bound-
ary conditions where on the average, the Burgers’
vector are randomly distributed along all three axes;
(2) grains are made up of such segments, the relation
between the grain size D, and grain segment, d,
will depend on geometry and shape of the grain, but
on the average D≈ kd where k is of the order of 2;
and (3) the flux pinning is primarily due to first order
elastic interactions. Based on the above assump-

-B -A
Fig.1. A15 structure.
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tions and after statistically summing the elementary
pinning forces an expression for grain boundary pin-
ning was obtained as
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where k≈2, P
0
 is a constant independent of grain

size D, b is the “reduced” magnetic field and a
0
 is

the lattice constant of the flux line lattice which de-
pends on the magnetic field. Eq. 2 shows that the
flux pinning and hence critical current is approxi-
mately inversely proportional to grain size as ex-
pected from experiments. However, Eq. 2 also gives
an oscillatory behavior in Fp as function of grain size.
Such oscillations are not observed experimentally
although experimental results do show large scat-
ter in the data, especially in thin films. We believe
that such an oscillatory behavior can be removed if
a distribution in grain sizes is taken into account.
Pande [22] by his measurements of grain sizes in
Nb

3
Sn found that the distribution is roughly

lognormal. It is seen that the oscillations are
smoothed out but there is a peak in the Fp at a
value of a

o 
/ D= 1.83/k. The exact location of the

peak will depend on the value k used. This leads to
the conclusion that flux pinning cannot be indefi-
nitely increased by grain refining.

An interesting feature of A15 superconductors
is the relation between its properties (especially Tc)
with long-range crystallographic order, S. A
convenient measure of S is the Bragg-Williams order
parameter S. This parameter is such that for
complete order S=1 and for complete disorder S=0.
It is known that in A15 with Tc is usually highest for
S=1 and gradually decreases as S≈0. This is dra-
matically seen when the order parameter is gradu-
ally reduced on irradiation. The effect of composition
changes upon Tc can also be described in a similar
fashion, by now one needs two order parameters
SA and SB for A and B lattice sites respectively.
When B is a transition element the sensitivity to
long range order is much less [4].

Apart from anti-site defects (A atom on B site
and B atom on A site) it has been shown that de-
pending on the nature of radiation, other defects are
also created. High-energy neutron or ions have been
shown to create highly disordered regions [23] of
the size 2 to 6 nm depending on the energy. Some
dislocation loops are also observed. Disordered
regions of the same order in size as coherent length
may play significant role in determining both Jc and
Tc of the irradiated A15 superconductors. Most of
the A15 materials are brittle and fail by cracking

along grain boundaries. Hence it is difficult to pro-
duce dislocations by mechanical deformation at low
temperatures. Some ingrown dislocations have been
observed in Nb

3
Sn and V

3
Si. The Burgers vector [24]

of these dislocations are of the type b = [100]. How-
ever dislocations play only a minor role in determin-
ing either superconducting or normal properties of
A15 materials.

Other low Tc superconductors are nitride and
carbonitride superconductors with cubic B1 (sodium
chloride) structure [25] and organic superconduc-
tors [26,27] (most if not all of these molecules
contain sulfur or selenium atoms additions to the
parent molecule tetrathiafulralene (TTF)) doped C

60

fullerene superconductor [28,29] and Chevrel phase
superconductors [30,31].

The main microstructural features responsible
for high critical currents in these materials appear
to be grain boundaries and point defects.

4. HIGH T
C
 SUPERCONDUCTORS

High Tc superconductors are oxide superconduc-
tors, with perovskite structure. Before their discov-
ery superconductivity was unknown in copper ox-
ides. In 1986 Bednorz and Muller [32] observed evi-
dence of superconductivity with transition tempera-
ture over 30K in La

2-x
Ba

x
CuO

4
. This material had

perovskite structure. A substitution of yttrium for
lanthanum led to the discovery of YBa

2
Cu

3
O

6+δ (δ<1)
often referred to as YBCO or 123 because of the
ratio of Y:Ba:Cu in this material. This was the first
superconductor discovered with a Tc in the range
90-95K, [33] well above the boiling point of liquid
nitrogen. This discovery was followed in 1988 by
the discovery of bismuth (Bi

2
Sr

2
Ca

2
Cu

3
O

10+δ) and
thallium (Tl

2
Ba

2
Ca

2
Cu

3
O

10+δ) based superconductors
with even higher Tc. A large family of these super-
conductors with over 40 members are now known.

BSCCO family of superconductors have also
perovskite type structure with copper oxide planes
and chains and orthogonal unit cells. Two most
common members are Bi

2
CaSr

2
Cu

2
O

8+δ (δ<1)
commonly known as 2122 or 85K phase, and
Bi

2
CaSr

2
Cu

3
O

10+ δ commonly known as 2223 or 110K
phase. Thallium superconductors have similar struc-
ture. The highest Tc in this family is 125K. With the
increasing number of CuO planes the Tc seems to
increase in the oxide superconductor family. For
details about the structure see reference [34].

After the discovery of high Tc superconductors,
they have been subjected to intense investigations
to determine microstructure present in them using
transmission electron microscopy and related tech-
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niques. Relation between structure, microstructure
and normal and superconducting properties have
also been determined in many cases. Of course,
as in conventional superconductors the microstruc-
ture present in oxide superconductors is expected
to play a prominent role in determining the current
carrying capacity of these materials. It is now known
that the important defects in these superconduc-
tors include twin and grain boundaries, point de-
fects and impurities, dislocations and stacking faults
precipitates (second phase particles) voids and
microcracks.

Planar defects [35,36] were discovered in
YBa

2
Cu

3
O

7- δ (δ<0.5) almost immediately after the
discovery of this superconductor using transmission
electron microscopy. They were shown to be twin
boundaries. The planar defects are (110) twin inter-
faces. The twin formation is due to a tetragonal to
orthorhombic phase transformation that this mate-
rial undergoes below about 750 °C. If a and b de-
note the lattice parameter (which are equal when
the crystal is in tetragonal form), Pande et al. [36]
have shown that twin misorientation θ is given by

θ =
−

+
− L
NM

O
QP

4 1tan ,
a b

a b
(3)

≈
−

+
≈4

a b

a b
since a b. (4)

Using the appropriate values of a and b, it is found
that θ is about one degree in good agreement with
the splitting observed in electron diffraction. Because

of this twinning relation the twins give the alternate
black and white contrast observed in TEM. Some-
times a fine tweed-like structure is also observed
instead. This structure has been shown to consist
of fine (<5 nm) orthorhombic domains each with a
twin like crystallographic relation with its neighbor.
The twins can sometimes form in two sets of colonies
parallel to either (110) or (110) direction. The twin
spacing varies somewhat is usually is of the order
of 100 nm.

The twin formation can be understood as due to
a need to accommodate shape change resulting
from the tetragonal to orthorhombic transformation
as shown in Fig. 3. The need to accommodate i.e.,
to reduce strain energy however must be balanced
by the need to use as few twinning surfaces as pos-
sible. The twin spacing d can thus be obtained by
minimizing the sum of strain energy (proportional to
d) and surface energy (which is proportional to 1/d).

Twin boundaries are planar defects and are found
in sufficient densities in many specimens and are
therefore expected to influence Jc in these materi-
als.  There is some evidence that this is indeed so
[37]. Jc in twinned single crystals was found to be
higher than in the same crystal made twin free by
the application of appropriate pressures. Also evi-
dence of pinning by twin boundaries have been found
by decoration techniques [38]. Theoretical
calculation predicting a relation between twin inter-
faces and flux pinning is now available, but need
experimental verification.

Most high Tc materials show microcracks which
are probably produced during processing. In the case

CuI

O

Ba

Y

CuII

Cu0

BaO

CuO2

Cu0

BaO

CuO2

Y

Fig.2. High T
c
 perovskite structure YBa

2
Cu

3
O

7
.

(110) TWIN PLANE 
         (EDGE ON)

Cu Atom O Atom

Fig.3. Twin structure in high T
c
 materials.
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of YBaCuO, the tetragonal to orthorhombic trans-
formation produces stresses that are reduced in a-
b plane by twin formation. However there can be
some shrinkage along c-axis, which can be relieved
by microcracks. Microcracks can pin fluxiods, but
they are not in sufficient number to contribute sig-
nificantly to Jc. It is known that dispersion of Ag in
these materials reduces cracking, but Jc is hardly
affected, supporting the above conclusions.

Dislocation densities observed in high Tc materi-
als like YBa

2
Cu

3
O

7
 is usually low (<105 cm/cm3).

Unless introduced by deformation the commonly
observed (by TEM) dislocations are perfect disloca-
tions with a [100], [010], or [110] Burgers vector.
The slip plane is always found to be (001) i.e. the a-
b plane. The dislocations density can be increased
somewhat by deformation processes, especially at
elevated temperatures, but their role in determining
both normal and superconducting properties is rather
limited.

All Bi based superconductors exhibit superstruc-
ture modulation, which is not commensurate with
the basic structure. [39]. These modulations are also
expected to alter the Jc in these materials but the
flux pinning mechanism has not as yet been worked
out.

4.1 Critical Current in High TC Polycrystals

It is well established that the critical current of even
carefully prepared polycrystalline high Tc material
is extremely low (in the range of 100-1000 Å/cm2 at
77K). This value drops further in the presence of
even a small magnetic field of a small fraction of a
Tesla. On the other hand the Jc value for single
crystals, in bulk as well as in thin film form, is at
least three orders of magnitude higher.

This limitation in critical current is due to the
behavior of the grain boundaries as a “weak link” or
i.e., having a Josephson coupling between the grains
[40]. Much higher value of critical current Jc of single
crystals in bulk as well as in thin films YBa

2
Cu

3
O

7

compared with polycrystals of the same material
suggests strongly the degrading role of grain bound-
aries. Two papers by Dimos and co-workers [41,42]
have firmly established that Jc is a very sensitive
function of the grain boundary at least in thin films.
However recent experimental results indicate this
may not be true for all boundaries [43]. Due to the
presence of grain boundaries in polycrystals, which
act as weak links, sintering alone cannot give high
Jc values. Also weak link behavior is largely intrin-
sic, a better way to enhance Jc is by texturing.
Salama et al. [44] had reviewed in 1992 different
processes which has been tried to produce practi-

cal superconductors with high Jc. In all cases the
aim has been to produce materials that has highly
textured. Additional challenge is to produce long
length of these materials with mono or multifilaments.
Some of the techniques that has been at least par-
tially successful. These are, dip coat technique [45],
multilayer tape by continuous heat treatment, melt
texturing and powder in tube method [46,47]. Many
of these methods have also benefited by the use of
silver, as the metal in the metal / superconductor
composite. Many other factors control the critical
current in these materials. These are oxygen
content, porosity, grain growth, lattice defects and
volume and size distribution of second phase. How-
ever it is the grain alignment or specifically the c-
axis texture and a-b grain alignment that seems to
be most critical. A biaxial alignment of adjacent
grains appears to be a necessity with the majority
of grains joined by low angle boundaries. In case of
BSCCO systems on the other hand it has been
claimed that a macroscopic c-axis alignment is
enough to give high critical currents. The two
requirements can however be reconciled in principle.
For example in the practical superconductors of
BSCCO system showing high Jc it has been
reported that they are composed of colonies of grains
aligned along the c-axis but c-axis twist misaligned.
X-ray texture studies which provide a convenient
orientation maps are very useful for ascertaining
these microstructure.

We have conducted a detailed study of the tex-
ture in BSCCO material whose superconducting
properties have been also characterized. In particu-
lar both the critical currents and the decay of mag-
netization were measured. The aim being to deter-
mine the nature of the grain morphology and its
relationship with current carrying capacity. The
Bi2212 grain texture was evaluated from pole figure
data, with (001) pole figures from (008) reflections
used for c-axis texture and (115) pole figures used
for a-b axis texture [47]. For each pole figure, X-ray
intensities were measured at the appropriate 2°
angle for the reflection as the specimen was tilted
and rotated in a spiral pattern. The tilt angle was
varied continuously between 0 and 80° at 2.5° per
revolution. The rotation angle was incremented si-
multaneously; X-ray intensities were summed over
6° of rotation in a time period of 8 seconds. From
these data, the texture software produced pole fig-
ures in the form of X-ray intensity contour plots.
Current transport properties and values for c-axis
texture of the silver-Bi2212 tapes have been reported
previously [47].
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The tapes given melt processing treatments had
overall critical current densities more than an order
of magnitude higher than that of the tape given the
lower temperature treatment. Representative values
for c-axis texture were determined from (001) pole
figures developed from (008) reflections. The (001)
pole figure for sample of the surface coated silver-
Bi2212 tapes is given in Fig. 4 as a contour plot
with contour levels at the stated percentages of the
maximum peak height. Since the X-ray intensity is
strongly clustered in the center of the figure, most
of the Bi2212 grains were oriented so that their c
axes were nearly perpendicular to the surface of
the tape. This strong c-axis texture was exhibited
by all of the tapes given melt processing treatments.
The c-axis angular distributions for the tapes given
melt processing treatments are one third of the value
for the tape given the lower temperature treatment.
It should be noted that the c-axis texture determined
from these (001) pole figures is global rather than
local in nature, since the data from which the pole
figures were developed were obtained from most of
each tape surface.

The a-b axis texture of the Bi2212 grains was
evaluated from (115) pole figures. The (115) pole fig-
ure for a sample of the surface coated silver-Bi2212
tapes is shown in Fig. 5. The regions of the ring
with higher X-ray intensity are not arranged with four-
fold symmetry. The a-b axis orientation for the Bi2212
grains in the sample is random on the basis of the
overall Bi2212 layer. The other silver-Bi2212 tapes
displayed the same type of random a-b axis

orientation in a global sense. These results are
consistent with the findings of Goyal et al. [48] for
silver sheathed Bi2223 tapes with strong c-axis tex-
ture, a high fraction of low angle grain boundaries
was observed in spite of no detectable a-b axis tex-
ture [48]. This type of local, preferred a-b axis
orientation should improve critical current densities
in BSCCO tapes with strong c-axis texture, whether
current flow is percolative in nature [49] or occurs
according to the freeway model [50].

This was one of the few studies where both the
c-axis texture and a-b texture has been measured
on the same specimens and their superconducting
properties have also been correlated [47]. There is
a good correlation between the c-axis texture and
Jc. Surprisingly on a global basis the system showed
little a-b texture. However the material did give indi-
cations of local a-b texture in addition to c-axis tex-
ture. These results are consistent with the model of
grain morphology as proposed by Riley and
coworkers [49]. The microstructure of these materi-
als as for as the grain morphology is concerned
can be explained in terms of colonies of grains. Inside
a typical colony the grains differ mostly in their small
amount of twist along c-axis, the c-axis being almost
common. The precise prediction of superconduct-
ing current flow though such a complicated micro-
structure remains a major challenge but preliminary
results have provided some guidelines. The maxi-
mum current reported in the type of tapes
investigated in the present study is still at least a
factor of ten less than that of single crystals. The
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0
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80% Imax

Fig. 4. Contour plot at half of the maximum
peak intensity from the (001) pole figure illustrating
the distribution of the pole population.
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Fig. 5. (115) φ scans at 2.5 and 58° tilts from
a circular specimen of a surface coated silver-
Bi2212 tape,showing the pole orientation distribution.
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spread of c-axis tilt spread as well as the spread of
c-axis twist contributes to this degradation but the
major bottleneck for the flow of the current is in the
structure of grains or grain boundaries that connect
these colonies. Our results can not be easily ex-
trapolated to YBCO system which may differ in their
grain morphology from BSCCO.

Finally we should mention that high Tc materials
show current instability thousands of time worse
than low Tc materials, due to the instability of the
vortex lattice in these materials on the introduction
of magnetic field. The phenomenon is called flux
creep. It prevents the use of these materials at suf-
ficiently high temperature and magnetic fields. Flux
creep is closely tied to the underlying microstruc-
ture of the material. Pande and Masumura [51] have
derived exact expression for magnetic relations in
high Tc superconductors for thermally activated flux
motion model assuming a distribution of activation
energies. The results are compared with experiments
and shown to be in excellent agreement with ex-
periments. Determining these activation energies
from the microstructure remains a formidable
challenge.
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